
Consolidate and operate 
cyber technologies tools 
and alerts under one 
dashboard

Automate mitigation to 
eliminate cyber-attacks 
in minutes

Utilize MerlinAI to find 
unknown, stealth or 
sophisticated attacks, 
improving end customer 
defense

Offer cutting edge 
technologies by accessing 
Fortress' enterprise-grade 
marketplace

Automatically protect 
clients from known 
threats, using data fusion 
and cross-correlation 
prevention technology

Automatically analyze 
and correlate alerts 
visualize full attack path 
of malicious operations

Redirect the SOC team 

to focus on the most 
important alerts

No up front costs, flexible 
control of licensing 
match SMB needs

Key Benefits

MSP Acceleration Platform

Fortress revolutionary Open XMDR 
platform simplifies access to Enterprise 
security , built for secops teams and 
service providers.

Merlin AI™ simulates a human Reasoning activities allows for automation of in-depth investigation 
of multiple data sets , analyzing information and output it into relevant models and determines 
the best recommended action.

With out-of-the-box, multilayered integration and 
orchestration of security operations, Fortress 
consolidates multiple layer multi vendor solution.

First "pick-n-play" enterprise cybersecurity 
marketplace, setting new standards in innovation.

Pick a New solution or connect existing services.

Merlin AI™ provides decision-making and 
recommendations-without any manual input.

Transforming managed security with a revolutionary 

UI standardization, enables MSPs to boost their growth. 



For more information , please visit us at: fortresscyber.io
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Attack 
Simulator

Cloud drive 
protection

Web 
Protection

Secures all devices against 
ransomwere, malware, zero day,  
and fileless attacks and more.

VMDR identifies misconfigurations 
and critical vulnerabilities an 
applications, operating systems,  
and other devices within the 
organization.

Blocks phishing, spoofing, malicious 
attachments, and more. We scan all 
cloud storage and drives to ensure 
no malicious files are present.

Continuously monitor and measure 
the risk of attack paths, and 
prioritize by urgency level.

Fortress ensures your cloud 
environment is secure by 
continuously scanning all cloud 
storage and drives to eliminate 
malicious files.

Use Fortress to prevent access to 
restricted or phishing sites and stop 
download of malware or malicious 
files.

Services

Additional services will be available soon

Provide Cyber-as-a-Service to enable end 
customers to check security off their list.

Provide enterprise-grade security with 
best of breed security technology.

Product Offering
MSSP-in-a-BOX for Managed Service Providers:

About Fortress:
Fortress is an Open XMDR platform for Enterprise SecOps 
teams and service providers, a unified system that uses 
insights about external and internal threat landscapes to 
analyse attack methodologies, threat actors and existing 
vulnerabilities to create the strongest possible response, 
eliminating weaknesses and mitigating attacks.

Fortress is rewriting the rules of the game. We’re bridging 
the cyber gap by giving MSPs and MSSPs access to 
cutting edge security tools and management capabilities, 
so they can easily defend and protect their customers.

Fortress was developed to enable simplified access to 
Enterprise-grade Security. For MSPs & SMBs who seek 

to get high visibility and responsivity without the required 
investment. As veterans of the Isreali cyber industry, we 
have spent decades tackling the complex security 
challenges that businesses face today.

We’re dedicated to empowering service providers by 
providing them with holistic protection and coverage 
for SMEs that is catered to their unique security needs  
and challenges.
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24/7 Unlimited Fortress 
Security Experts


